Women in Electronics – Tejaswini Ravindranatha

During August 2021, IPC India Regional Office organized IPC/WHMA-A-620 (Requirement and Acceptance for cable and wire harness Assemblies) quiz contest. 12 Certified IPC Trainers were well prepared to challenge the virtual session. Two rounds of questions were conducted including rapid fire and final evaluations were made by Master IPC Trainers.

Ms. Tejaswini Ravindranatha working as a Lead Member – Rossell Techsys, Bengaluru scored total 13 and became the “Winner” of the Quiz contest. IPC India Team Member met the winner after the program & engaged in candid discussion.

Ms. Tejaswini, Certified IPC Trainer of IPC/WHMA-A-620 Standard has 9+ years of experience in the Wire harness industry and conducting regular Certified IPC Specialist (CIS) courses within the organization. She has a very fulfilling experience to represent as a women in electronics industry.

IPC India: How do you feel as Women in Electronics?

I’m very thankful to organization who shows that gender diversity is benefiting the manufacturing process and bringing more innovation. I feel that technology and modernization has opened new career path for women. It develops more self-confidence.

IPC India: What is your passion in this industry?

Empowering others and need to keep upgrading self in electronics manufacturing. Want to set an example for all women who are married that still we have an opportunity to achieve our career goals in this competitive world.

IPC India: What would you like to do further in this industry?

To take each challenge as a learning experience and I want to guide the newcomers in their career and help them to gain professional knowledge in aerospace domain.

IPC India: How do you see IPC online resource effectiveness during COVID?

IPC online resources are very helpful, especially online learning with softcopy of standards have supported staffs, which they had flexibility of self-learning at any time. Introduction of Remote Proctoring exam has helped participants, who can complete course at their desired pace with more flexibility. I would like to address that IPC India Customer Communication Society (CCS) portal helped me in connecting and having interactive communications with other CIs in the region.

IPC India: How do you feel when your name was announced as a winner?

It was really an awesome & inspiring experience when I was announced as a winner, but still I believe all the co-participants are Winner of the Quiz, as they given their best.

IPC India: What do you feel about IPC India Quiz Contest?

Initiative made by IPC Team is very appreciable. This kind of program helps an individual to keep upgrading their knowledge in standards and latest technologies.

Tejaswini talking after completing CIT in IPC India skill center at Bengaluru: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=StqJHAIYU0s

A Great Industry Volunteer - Yogesh Singh

Mr. Yogesh Singh working as a Senior Manager (Operations), Precision Electronics Limited, Noida scored total 9 and became the “Runner up” of the Quiz contest. IPC India Team Member met the winner after the program & engaged in candid discussion.

Yogesh is Certified IPC Trainer of the IPC/WHMA-A-620 Standard and regularly conducts Certified IPC Specialist (CIS) courses within the organization. With a total work experience of more than 20 years, he has been working in the industry since 2001. As a professional, he is passionate about learning new things and sharing his knowledge with others in the industry. He is always looking for new challenges. Despite his extensive experience in this industry, he finds that IPC resources are extremely helpful and of extreme importance to anybody wanting to learn more.

Yogesh Singh emphasized that IPC is always open to receiving feedback from professionals and upgrading IPC resources to benefit Members as much as possible.

IPC India: How do you feel when your name was announced as a Runners Up?

It feels incredible and exciting to get appreciation in such knowledge-based competitions.

IPC India: What is your passion in this Industry?

In my professional life, I’m passionate to learn new things and share my knowledge with others in the industry. I’m always looking to challenge myself.

IPC India: What do you feel about this kind of Quiz Contest? Any feedback on the same?

Such knowledge-based quiz contests are a great platform to learn and refresh our knowledge base, it is also a great platform where we can meet our peers and professionals who can act as mentors. Such type of quiz contest should be organized at regular intervals.